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McLennan County Junior Livestock Show Rabbit 
information 

Rabbit exhibitors who are ordering rabbits for the 2020 show, the breed dates for the show 
are listed below to help you plan for getting the correct age of bunnies. 

2020 Show breed date- October 22nd

MCJLS Rabbit Validation will be held on January 5th at Extraco from 1-4pm 
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Managing a slick steer seems fairly straight forward and it is the little things that one does can make a difference in order to get that velvet 

looking presentation it still takes lots of elbow grease and work prior to the show. I encourage exhibitors to ask those around that have 

been successful in slick shear steers for their opinion and even if they have little tricks of the trade which they would be willing to share. I 

always recognized that there is room to learn and that there are several different methods used to accomplish a goal. I feel like there are 

three basic steps to pay attention to when managing a slick shorn show steer.

Step 1:Hair Coat Management Prior to Slicking

Step 2:Slick Shearing (The process of)

Step 3:Hide and Hair Coat Management 10 days prior to the.

Step 1: Hair Coat Management Prior to Slicking

I am a firm believer that regardless if you have a steer that is going to show with hair or without it you have to take time to rinse and work 

the hair. This process needs to start from the time you get the calf to the time of the show. This will allow the hide and hair of the calf to be 

well conditioned, and it also requires the exhibitor to work with the steer on a daily basis which helps with the calf ’s temperament. If 

possible rinse the calf daily, and when washing use a gentle soap and conditioner. I suggest washing and conditioning at least two to 

three times a week if weather and time allow. When working hair use a comb, rice root, and or wash brush and a blower when needed 

and don’t forget working hair doesn’t mean just brush it one direction and stop; it means brush, brush and brush.

In addition to washing, conditioning, and working hair it is imperative to implement a good vaccination program and utilize topical pour-

ons to ensure the calf doesn’t get lice. All these things will help in the process of getting that hide and hair to look its best.

Step 2: Slick Shearing

The process of actually slick shearing a steer is fairly simple, but timing of it and

making sure to get all the hair removed from all locations of the body with the 

exception of the tail and switch is perhaps the most challenging part. I would suggest

shearing the steer for the first time about ten days prior to the show, and use a type 

of flathead clipper. Go up with the clippers against the grain of the hair with long

fluid strokes all over the body. I utilize a smaller type of clipper to get the legs,

behind the dew-claws, in and around the ears, and any areas that are more 

challenging to get to.

After the first time of shearing the steer I would suggest that you make sure the calf 

stays out of the sun during the day, especially if it is light colored. This will ensure 

that the calf doesn’t get sunburned.

I usually go back over the calf one more time prior to leaving for the show and make

sure to check for any hair that might have been missed. The Texas show rules state 

that the hair coat on the calf cannot be more the 1/4 of an inch anywhere on the body

with the exception of the tail and switch, which can not be any longer than 10 inches 

from the bottom of the tail bone.  To make sure you are measuring correctly, you can take the tail and at the base of the tail feel for the end 

of the bone, and measure 10 inches up from this point, and this is how far down the tail you must slick.   This will be monitored by officials 

at the shows during check in and or classification.in the event that you are going to show at several slick shows with the same calf you 

need to make sure and go over the steer prior to each show. The hair will grow back and it may become longer than the allotted  1/4 inch 

hair length.

Step 3: Hide and Hair Coat Management 10 days prior to the show.

After shearing the steer it is very important to condition and manage the hide and coat of the steer. At this point you are a week out from 

the show, and daily management is a must. I would suggest washing the steer daily with a mild soap and utilize a conditioner such as 

Mane and Tail on the hide.

After washing use a chamois rag to dry the steer off and liberally apply the conditioner on the hide using your hands and a soft brush. Let 

the conditioner set and rinse that evening and apply some sort of sheen.

I would suggest repeating the process each day prior to leaving for the show. While at the show the same process should occur, but it is 

important to remember that prior to entering the show ring the steers are toweled and therefore no product should be on the hide, as per 

the rules.

The only thing I would do to the steer on show morning would be to wash the calf, dry with a rag, brush with a soft brush, and hit the ring. 

The prep work prior to this should give you that sheen and look of a well-managed show steer. The rest is up to the judge and luck.

Whether you win or lose showing a steer, I think it is important to remember that success at anything takes hard work, skill, 

knowledge, and yes, some luck. This holds true for whatever you do and showing livestock in 4-H and FFA serves as a great platform 

and educational tool.

Tips for clipping market animals for the county show 
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Goats- Steps to shearing:

1) Blow out all of the dirt from the body with a blow dryer. Note: Goats do not like water.  We do not generally wash the goats unless they are extremely 

dirty or muddy. We manage skin and hair daily by keeping the goats in a clean pen with a light weight blanket. We catch the goats daily, put them on a table 

and blow out their hair to clean the hair and hide. Apply a light coat of Show Sheen to condition the hair. Brush the hair with a soft brush to work in the 

conditioner and train the hair.

2) Secure the goat on a trimming table.

3) Shear the goat- I like to start at the rear hock and shear up towards the back. Repeat for the front leg- knee up to the back. Shear the back and sides 

forward from the tail to the neck. Shear the neck from the shoulders and brisket- up and forward towards the head. Shear the inside of the back leg from the 

hock up. Shear the underline to include between the front legs. Shear the head last. Hair will be left on the legs from the hock/knee down and the tail.

4) Next you will blend the hair left on the legs into the rest of the body, this can be done with a smaller clipper.  

5) Trim the hair around the hoof line on each leg.

6) Block out the tail.

7) Apply a skin conditioner.

8) Blanket or sock the goat.

9) Return to a clean and dry pen.

Helpful hints:

• Make sure your goat has been on a shearing table and has been sheared several times prior to shearing for the show. Practice makes perfection.

• I like to shear with Lister or Premier covercoat blades the day before the show. Do not shear the day of the show. The goat will get tired and you will 

normally have clipper tracks in the hair coat.

• Freshly sheared goats can sunburn easily. Put on a sock or blanket or keep the goat out of the sunlight. Animal sun-block products can also be used and 

are available at your local feed store.

Sheep- Fitting involves preparing the lamb for the show. The first item of importance is to acquire a copy of the rules for the stock show 

you are planning on attending and read the rules concerning the fitting of the lambs.  The majority of the shows require that the lamb be 

slick sheared from the hocks/knees up.

Shearing- as it may sound simple, shearing methods will differ among exhibitors. I like to experiment ahead of time to find the right 

procedure to use. For those that show at a lot of prospect shows, practice makes perfect and they will know what works the best.

Helpful hints:

• Lambs do not like water. Take your time and be gentle when washing and do a thorough job of getting the lamb clean and rinsing out 

all of the soap. Do not get water in the Lamb’s ears.

• Make sure your lamb has been on a shearing table and has been sheared several times prior to shearing for the show. Practice makes 

perfection.

• Do not shear the day of the show. The lamb will get tired and you will normally have clipper tracks in the hide.

• Freshly sheared lambs can sunburn easily. Put on a sock or blanket or keep the lamb out of the sunlight. Animal sun-block products 

can also be used and are available at your local feed store.

• Shear with both fine blades and surgical blades at home while practicing to see which blade provides the best “handle”. Do not wait 

until the show to determine which blade you should use. All lambs “shear out” different. Do your homework.

Steps to shearing:

1) Wash the lamb with a mild livestock shampoo and rinse. Repeat.

2) Apply a conditioner, let set and rinse.

3) Towel dry the lamb

4) Secure the lamb on a trimming table.

5) Shear the lamb- I like to start at the rear hock and shear up towards the back. Repeat for the front

leg- knee up to the back. Shear the back and sides forward from the tail to the neck. Shear the neck 

from the shoulders and brisket- up and forward towards the head. Shear the inside of the back leg 

from the hock up. Shear the underline to include between the front legs. Shear the head last. Wool 

will be left on the legs from the hock/knee down.

6) Block the leg wool

7) Rinse the lamb.

8) Apply a skin conditioner

9) Blanket or sock the lamb

10) Return to a clean and dry pen

Tips for clipping market animals for the county show 
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Proper nutrition, hair and skin care and exercise are important to getting your show pig prospect ready for the next show. But 

don’t forget about clipping your pig. Clipping your pig can change the pig’s appearance and accentuate its muscularity, 

leanness and balance.

How to Clip the Body of Your Show Pig

Clipping the body of your pig is crucial to make your pig looks its best. Clipping will make them look like a show pig and give 

them the presentation that will appeal to the judge on show day.

Check the rules and choose the right guard.

It’s important to clip the body of your pig evenly and at the proper length. Some shows have rules about hair length, so always 

check your show rules before clipping your pig. Once you know the rules you’ll need to select the right length of guard and the 

appropriate clipper blade. It is suggested to use a number 10 clipping blade and either a 1A or 2 Oster Red Speed O Guard to 

clip the body of your pig.

Keep the guard flat and clip against the hair.

When clipping the body, your goal should be a smooth and even hair coat. Using the clippers properly will ensure your job 

comes out even when you’re finished. Keep the guard flat to the surface of the pig’s body and clip directly against the hair.

Start at the rear of the pig and work your way forward one pass at a time, to be sure you don’t miss any spots. Since the head 

and body might be clipped at different lengths, we also need to blend the neck area from the shoulder to the head to balance 

your clipping job.

Blend the neck.

Blending the neck starts at the front side of the shoulder, using the same guards you clipped the body with. Then as you move

forward towards the head, continue to go down one guard size at a time till you reach the head. Remember it may take more 

than one pass per guard; the goal is to end up with the same guard or length you used on the head when you reached the 

backside of the jaw.

Clipping the Head & Ears

Once you clip the body of your show pig you need to clip the head, ears and underline. This will highly improve your pig’s 

look and appearance. It is going to be easiest to clip these areas if your pig is lying comfortably. Have someone help you your 

pig’s belly until it is comfortably lying on its side. Then start by brushing its face before you begin clipping. This will be much 

less stressful for your pig than snaring. Teaching your pig to lay down when you scratch its belly will make jobs like clipping 

much easier.

Clipping your pig’s head and ears adds polish to your clipping job, and will give the pig a much more youthful appearance. 

When clipping the head you’ll go against the hair using a shorter guard such as a00 Oster red Speed-O-Guide. Even the most 

youthful pig will often have long hair in and around its ears. When clipping the ears you don’t need a guard. Your main focus

should be along the edges of the ear, trimming the long hair to make it even. You’ll also want to clip any long hairs on the 

inside and outside of the ear.

Clipping the Underline

Clipping the underline is the final part of getting the show ring ready look. The underline is considered any part of the chin, 

throat, chest and belly, as well as the seam of the ham. One way to clip the underline hair short is using a technique called back 

dragging. With no guard attached, turn your clippers over and drag your blades with the hair. Any wild hairs need to also be 

taken off. Remember, no matter how tempting it may be, do not clip any hair off the legs or tail.

Check for wild hairs.

To ensure the clipping job is perfect you’ll want to make sure you didn’t leave any stray hairs, or create any uneven places on 

the body. Always do a final review by brushing your pig’s hair correctly to make sure you don’t have any wild hairs or uneven

spots. Following these simple steps to finish the detail work will get your pig looking its best on show day.
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Jackpot Shows

For a list of other Jackpot Livestock shows check out Texas Prospect Show Info Page on Facebook. 
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Major Show Updates 

Ft Worth Livestock Show  
• There has been a recent change in rules for the 2020 Fort Worth Heifer Show. We wanted to both make you aware 

of this update and provide some insight to the change. For the 2020 Fort Worth heifer show, the oldest heifer in the 
Junior Beef Heifer Show will be calved January 1, 2018. This change makes all breed shows in the Junior Heifer 
Show consistent as to the oldest heifer. Several breeds, as designated by the breed association, had already 
established that date as the oldest class and several breeds were not entering any heifers in the older classes. With 
this change, they now all have the same oldest calved date. This allows for consistency among the breeds. 

• Market Steer Weight minimum 1000 lbs. 
• Additional premiums will be added to all species in the Junior Shows 
• Market Steer Floor truck will only be open on Friday from 4-5pm to accept animals.  
• Jr. Heifer Show Substitutions must be made by 5PM Thursday January 23rd

San Antonio Livestock Show 
• Dorper Breeders/Exhibitors:  We are introducing the Dorper Breed into our 2020 Market Lamb Show. There will be 

two classes and two animals will make the premium sale from each class.
• Angora Goat Breeders/Exhibitors:  RULE CHANGE! Angora Goats must be machine shorn to the skin on or after July 

15th and may not have a staple length greater than 8” on show day.
• All Gilts both pure and crossbred must be Major Validated to show 
• Only 1 gilt entry per exhibitor 
• New Swine Classification Guidelines: 

https://www.texasffa.org/docs/Swine%20Classification%20%20Guidelines%20final.2%20(3)_69061.pdf
• New market goat weight range- 60-120lbs
• Market Swine Classification Standards updated 
• Detailed Show Schedule by Species 

• Steers
• Arrive 2/17-2/18
• Check in 2/18
• Show-2/19- Maine, Simi, Limi, Hereford, Angus, Red Angus, Shorthorn
• Show 2/20- Char. Simbrah, Gert, Brangus, Brahman, ABC, Red Cross 
• Show 2/21- Black Cross, Other Cross 

• Swine
• Wave 1 Arrive & Check in- 2/15
• Wave 1 Show- 2/16- Berk, Spot, Poland, Hamp
• Wave 1 Show- 2/17- Duroc, Dark Cross 
• Wave 2 Arrive & Check in- 2/18
• Wave 2 Show -2/19- Chester, York, Landrace, OtherCross Division 1. 
• Wave 2 Show- 2/20- Other Cross  

• Heifer
• Arrive 2/11
• Check in- 2/12
• Heifer Show- 2/13- North- Simbrah, Hereford, Gert, Angus/ South- Brhaman, Shorthorn, Brangus, Maine, Red 

Brangus
• Heifer Show- 2/14- North- Red Angus, Beefmaster, ARB, Chi / South- ORB, Char., Simi., Limi. 

Rodeo Austin 
• There will be 2 Dorper classes and sell 1st and 2nd in each class 
• Market Swine Classification Standards updated 
• Market Swine show will  start at 8am both days and the Yorkshires will show the 1st day of the show 
• Broilers will share a hatch with Houston Livestock Show again this year 
• Additional power will be added to the Livestock Barn for Cattle 
• Calf Scramble will have boys and girls heats separate this year. 

https://www.texasffa.org/docs/Swine%20Classification%20%20Guidelines%20final.2%20(3)_69061.pdf
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Major Show Updates 

San Angelo
• Market Swine Classification Standards updated 
• Market Lamb pre-set light weight classes for Finewool, Finewool cross & Southdown's are all being 

bumped up 5lbs.  (FW- 100-115, FWX- 100-125, SD-100-115)  Medium wools will stay at 100-125
• Texas Star does are required to be shorn uniformly at 3/8” or less above the knee and hock 
• Steers will classify the day of arrival 
• Market Goat weight max is 120lbs 

Houston Livestock Show 
• New Swine Classification Guidelines: 

https://www.texasffa.org/docs/Swine%20Classification%20%20Guidelines%20final.2%20(3)_69061.pdf
• Gilt show changed dates to show at start of the show for 2020  (3/1-3/3)
• Breeding Sheep Date Change  (3/4-3/6)
• All Junior Breeding Beef heifers will arrive together for 2020  (3/11)
• All Sheep, Goats, & Swine pens will be stripped to the concrete and you must purchase shavings for pens, 

shavings can be purchased at the trailer lot at time of arrival 
• Blood testing for all Breed/Division and Reserve breed/ Reserve Division champions in the market steer, 

market lamb, market goat, & breeding heifer show 
• Urine, fecal & feather testing will continue as well 
• Market Goat Weight Max increased to 120lbs
• All entry fees have increased for the 2020 show
• Archery contest has increased entry numbers 
• Commercial Steer Show rule change- you must upload sales ticket along with digital photos of steers with 

tags in their ear for the 2020 show 
• Release times have been adjusted to help relive some wait times for all shows. 
• Detailed Schedule by Species 

• Steers
• Arrive- 3/16
• Weigh & Classify- 3/17
• Show 3/18- Char. Black Cross, Angus, R. Angus, Hereford, Polled Hereford, Shorthorn
• Show 3/19- ABC, Gert, Brangus, Brahman, Simbrah, Simmental, Limousin
• Show 3/20- Other Cross, Red Cross, Maine Anjou

• Heifers
• Arrive & Check in- 3/11
• Show 3/12- East-Angus & Charolais   West- Grey Brahman & Red Brahman 
• Show 3/13- East- Shorthorn, Maine-Anjou, Brangus, Limiousin West- Simbrah, Simmenatal, Gert, 

Hereford 
• Show 3/14- East- Chi, Red Angus, ORB, Red Brangus   West- Beefmaster, ARB, Polled Hereford

• Swine
• Wave 1 Arrive & Weigh in- 3/14
• Wave 1 Show- 3/15- Duroc, Hamp, Poland China 
• Wave 1 Show- 3/16- Berk, Spot, Dark Cross 
• Wave 2 Arrive & Weigh in- 3/17
• Wave 2 Show- 3/18- York, Chester/Landrace, Light Weight Other Cross 
• Wave 2 Show- 3/19- Other Cross 

https://www.texasffa.org/docs/Swine%20Classification%20%20Guidelines%20final.2%20(3)_69061.pdf
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McLennan County Weight Breaks 

Market Barrows 

Breed 2020 2019 2018 2017

White OPB 220-311 226-304 227-317

Black OPB 220-244

246-316

225-247

253-308

221-257

258-330

York 221-238

241-266

273-316

221-257

261-290

220-249

253-324

Duroc 220-244

245-335

225-252

254-274

279-350

228-269

270-355

Hampshire 221-249

254-306

220-237

239-253

254-290

220-241

242-264

268-338

Cross 220-227

228-235

236-243

244-253

254-264

265-278

280-319

221-236

238-50

251-297

220-231

232-249

250-260

261-273

275-332

Market Steers

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

950-1050

1073-1120

1128-1227

1234-1312

1313-1485

958-1077

1095-1160

1191-1248

1250-1295

1335-1498

968-1112

1124-1185

1204-1319

1330-1459

1008-1175

1183-1295

1298-1529

Market Lambs 

Breed 2020 2019 2018 2017

Southdown 106-124

128-137

140-157

111-124

131-149

154-173

89-124

130-139

140-171

Dorper/Hair 77-97

106-126

81-95

96-98

99-113

93-117

121-157

Finewool cross 116-136

139-163

108-143

146-152

157-171

112-131

140-146

147-162

Medium Wool 90-113

115-127

128-134

135-140

141-146

147-151

152-157

158-164

166-169

172-189

99-127

128-136

141-146

147-150

151-154

155-159

160-164

165-170

171-176

177-203

112-123

124-137

138-145

147-153

154-156

157-161

162-167

168-178

183-199

Market Goats 

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

50-60

61-69

70-74

75-77

78-81

82-85

86-89

90-95

96-99

100-105

106-110

112-129 

48-59

62-71

72-76

77-79

80-84

85-87

88-90

91-93

94-99

100-105

106-109

112-136

53-59

60-64

65-69

70-74

75-80

81-85

86-90

91-93

94-97

98-103

104-110

111-153

49-61

62-66

68-72

73-77

78-80

81-84

85-88

89-93

94-99

100-103

104-113

120-139

MCJLS Countdown 

Date # Days Date # Days Date # Days Date # Days

11/29 60 12/29 30 1/19 9 1/24 4

12/9 50 1/3 25 1/20 8 1/24 3

12/14 45 1/8 20 1/21 7 1/26 2

12/19 40 1/13 15 1/22 6 1/27 1

12/24 35 1/18 10 1/23 5 1/28 Weigh
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Ft Worth Livestock Show Weight Breaks 

Market Steers 

Breed 2020 2019 2018 2017

Angus

900-1099

1100-1258

1259-1467

900-1107

1108-1258

1259-1475

900-1109

1110-1218

1219-1483

Hereford 

900-1207

1208-1255

1256-1470

900-1147

1148-1255

1256-1433

900-1157

1158-1265

1266-1490

Polled 

Hereford

900-1177

1178-1333

1334-1535

900-1139

1140-1240

1241-1585

900-1150

1151-1249

1250-1496

Shorthorn 

900-1076

1077-1210

1211-1540

900-1087

1088-1216

1217-1470

900-1099

1100-1220

1221-1449

America 

Cross 

900-1116

1117-1229

1230-1485

900-1109

1110-1234

1235-1541

900-1118

1119-1245

1246-1505

European 

900-974

975-1019

1020-1048

1049-1074

1075-1115

1116-1149

1150-1175

1176-1212

1213-1251

1252-1323

1324-1434

1435-1585

900-954

955-1004

1005-1034

1035-1064

1065-1101

1102-1138

1139-1169

1170-1215

1216-1258

1259-1329

1330-1430

1431-1680

900-967

968-1014

1015-1043

1044-1077

1078-1115

1116-1149

1150-1178

1179-1223

1224-1266

1267-1339

1340-1427

1428-1680

Market Lambs 

Breed 2020 2019 2018 2017

Finewool

97-125

126-135

136-169

105-123

124-134

135-178

97-125

127-136

137-167

Finewool

Cross 

99-131

132-143

144-173

106-133

134-145

146-194

104-134

135-146

147-172

Southdown

96-120

121-130

131-166

97-117

118-133

134-164

90-118

119-129

130-165

Hair 

80-105

106-118

119-145

83-108

109-123

124-155

84-102

105-113

115-142

Medium 

Wool 

90-123

124-133

134-142

143-150

151-158

159-195

90-124

125-134

135-143

144-152

153-160

161-198

90-126

127-136

137-143

144-151

152-160

161-195

Market Barrows 

Breed 2020 2019 2018 2017

BOPB

230-240

241-268

269-270

230-236

237-253

254-270

230-243

244-264

265-270

Duroc 

230-255

256-269

270

270

230-240

242-257

258-268

269-270

230-243

245-260

261-269

270

Hampshire

230-244

245-256

257-269

270

270

230

232-247

248-259

260-268

270

230

232-244

245-257

258-268

269-270

WOPB

230-246

247-267

268-270

230-245

247-263

264-270

230-250

251-265

267-270

Yorkshire 

230-255

256-269

270

230-237

240-261

263-270

230-248

250-268

270

Crossbreed 

230

230

231-242

243-251

252-260

261-266

267-269

270

270

230

230

232-238

239-246

247-252

253-257

258-264

265-269

270

230

230

232-240

241-248

249-255

256-263

264-269

270

270

Market Goats 

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015

50-60

61-66

67-71

72-74

75-77

78-80

81-82

83-87

88-90

91-95

96-102

103-127

50-62

63-68

69-73

74-76

77-79

80-82

83-86

87-89

90-93

94-98

99-105

106-138

50-63

64-68

69-72

73-75

76-78

79-82

83-86

87-89

90-93

94-98

99-105

106-122

50-65

66-71

72-75

76-78

79-81

82-85

86-88

89-92

93-96

97-100

101-107

108-137

51-64

65-69

70-74

75-77

78-80

81-84

85-87

88-90

91-94

95-97

98-103

104-128
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Major Show Judges 

2020 MCJLS 
Steers- Rusty Turner 
Heifers-Dean Fuchs

Sheep- Patrick Padgett
Goats- Bryson Williams 

Swine- Bobby Listen 
Rabbits- Frank Farrow 

Poultry- TBA

Sandhills Livestock Show 
Steers & Heifers- Colby & Shellie Collins

2020 Ft. Worth Livestock Show 
Steers- Chris Mullinix
Sheep- Steve Sturtz

Goat- Kurt Henry 
Swine- Travis Platt 

Heifers-
Matt Leo (Beefmaster, Brangus, Gert, Simbrah),

Jim Bloomberg (Charolais, R. Angus, Shorthorn, Simmental), 
Jason Duggin (Angus, Hereford, Limi, Maine, P. Hereford, ORB 

2020 San Antonio Livestock Show 
Steers- Dr. Mark Hoge Asoc. Judge- Jared Boyert

Mkt Sheep- Clay Weber 
Mkt. Goat- Slayton Strube

Mkt. Swine- Ryan Sites & Brandon Yantis 
Heifers- Marcus Arnold (Brahman, Gert, R. Brangus, 

Beefmaser, Limi), Tim Fitzgerald (Hereford, Brangus, Maine, 
ORB, Simi, Chi), Josh Taylor (Simbrah, Shorthorn, Angus, R. 

Angus, Charolais, ARB)
Wether Does- Spencer Scotten

Breeding Sheep- Randell Von Krosigk
Wether Dams- Gene Winn 

Breeding Gilts- Maverick Squires 
Asoc Gilt . Judge- Galen McCune

Crossbred Gilts- Ben Moyer

2020 San Angelo Livestock Show 
Steer- Brady Jensen

Mkt. Goats- Brent Jennings
Jr. Wether Doe- Brent Jennings

Mkt. Lambs- Jason Simpson
Mkt. Barrow- Mark Hoge

Breeding Gilt- Kyle Knauth
Tx. Star Wether Doe- Chase McPhaul
Tx. Star Wether Dam- Brent Jennings

Jr. Breeding Sheep- Jess Yeaman

2020 Houston Livestock Show 
Market Steers- Shane Bedwell

Market Swine – Justin Rodibaugh & Seth Swenson
Market Sheep – Dr. Mark Hoge

Market Goats – Dr. Scott Greiner
Heifers- Blake Bloomberg (G. Brahmans, R. Brahman, 

Simbrah, Simi, Gert, R. Brangus), Christy Collins (Angus, 
Shorthorn, Herford, Beefmaster, ARB, P. Hereford), &   

Amanda Schnoor (Charolais, Maine, Brangus, Limi, Chi, R. 
Angus, ORB)

2020 Rodeo Austin Livestock Show 
Steers- Nick Fitzsimmons 

Heifers-Teri Barber (American)  & Taylor Frank (British & 
Continental) 

Mkt Sheep- Jeff Ellerbrock
Mkt. Goat- Brandon Morgan

Mkt. Swine- Ben Bobell
Broilers- Brian Lowe 
Turkey- Keith Scott 

Texas Elite Showcase
Lead Judge- Todd Beyers

Associate Judge- David Ammann



4224 Cobbs Drive. 

Waco, Texas 76710

McLennan County 
Extension Office

Phone: 254-757-5180

Fax: 254-757-5097

E-mail:

Mclennan@ag.tamu.edu

We‘re on the Web!
https://mclennan.agrilife.org/

Educational programs of the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service are open to all people without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, genet- ic 
information or veteran status.

The Texas A&M University System, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the County Commissioners Courts of Texas Cooperating

Show Dates

Contacts
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Upcoming Events:

Validations 
Rabbits- January 5th

4-H Entry Deadlines

December 4th – All  MCJLS 

entries due to Extension 

office for 4-H members 

Mallorie Phelps 

4-H & Youth Development 

Jerod Meurer

NR Agent 

Colleen Foleen

Family & Community  Health Agent 

Dr. Shane McLellan 

AG Agent 

McLennan County Junior Livestock Show 
January 28-31

• Weigh in all species- 1/28
• Goat Show-1/28 @4pm
• Sheep Show- 1/29-@8am
• Swine Show- 1/29 @ 1pm 
• Poultry Show- 1/30 @7:30am
• Rabbit Show-1/30 @ 8am 
• Steer Show- 1/30 @ noon 
• Heifer Show- 1/30 @ 3pm 

Ft. Worth 
January 17- February 8, 2020

• Mkt Steer- 2/4-2/7
• Mkt Swine- 2/3-2/6
• Mkt Lamb- 1/24-2/17
• Mkt Goat-1/24-1/27
• Heifer- 1/23-1/27

Sandhills Livestock Show
January 3-11, 2020 

• Steers & Heifers- 1/1-1/4 
• Goats- 1/2—1/3.
• Sheep- 1/3-1/4

San Antonio
February 6-23, 2020

• Breeding Swine- 2/5-2/8
• Breeding Goats- 2/8-2/9
• Breeding Sheep- 2/9-2/10
• Mkt Lamb- 2/11-2/13
• Mkt Goat- 2/11-2/13
• Heifers- 2/11-2/14
• Mkt Swine- 2/15-2/20
• Steers- 2/17-2/21
• Poultry- 2/19-2/20

Texas Elite Showcase 
February 6-9

San Angelo 
January 31-Fe. 16, 2020

• Mkt Steer- 2/11-2/12
• Mkt Swine- 2/11-2/13
• Mkt Lamb- 2/1-2/4
• Mkt Goat- 2/1-2/3
• Heifer- 2/6-2/9
• Gilt-2/7-2/9
• Tx Star Dam & Doe- 2/1-2/2
• Breeding Sheep- 2/14-2/16
• Breeding Goat- 2/3-2/4

Houston
March 3-22, 2020

• Mkt Steer-3/16-3/20
• Mkt Swine- 3/14-3/19
• Mkt Lamb- 3/10-3/12
• Mkt Goat-3/10-3/12
• Poultry – 3/12-3/13
• Heifer- 3/11-3/14
• Gilt-3/1-3/3
• Breeding Sheep- 3/4-3/6

Rodeo Austin 
March 14-28, 2020

• Goats- 3/16-3/17
• Sheep- 3/16-3/17 
• Poultry- 3/18 
• Swine- 3/20-3/22
• Steer- 3/23-3/25
• Heifers- 3/26-3/28

mailto:Brazos@ag.tamu.edu
https://mclennan.agrilife.org/

